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Temperature Measurements for CentralAu 1 Au Collisions at35A MeV
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The breakup temperatures for central Au1 Au collisions at35A MeV have been determined from
the relative populations of excited states of5Li, 4He, and 10B fragments and nine double ratios
involving the yields of elements with1 # Z # 6. Unlike results reported at significantly higher
energies, all thermometers yield temperatures that are consistent within the experimental uncertainties.
Extrapolation of the data to zero impact parameter yieldsTem  4.6 6 0.4 MeV, somewhat lower than
the temperature assumed in statistical multifragmentation model calculations which describe most of the
other features of this reaction. [S0031-9007(97)02589-1]

PACS numbers: 24.60.–k, 25.70.Ef, 25.70.Pq
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Theoretically, there is little doubt that infinite nuclea
matter undergoes a transition from a liquid to a gaseo
phase and supports a mixed phase equilibrium at temp
tures up to about 17 MeV [1,2]. Recent experiment
evidence for the onset and decline of fragment product
with increasing incident energy [3] or deduced excitatio
energy [4] and the observation of short fragmentation tim
scales [5,6] reveal many of the necessary conditions
mixed phase equilibrium to be met in present experimen
Despite these promising indications, information abo
freeze-out temperature and density for bulk disintegratio
is necessary to proceed with the accurate extraction
thermodynamic quantities from such collisions. Tests
the validity of the assumption of local equilibrium a
freeze-out are necessary to discern nonequilibrium a
dynamical effects.

Recent investigations reveal that approximately ten
termediate mass fragment (IMF’s:3 # Z # 20) are pro-
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duced in central Au1 Au collisions atEyA  35 MeV
[7]. Exceedingly flat charge distributions are observ
[7] which calculations predict to be a consequence
the destabilizing Coulomb interaction [8]. Both fragmen
fragment correlations and fragment kinetic energy sp
tra are reasonably well described by the Coulomb driv
breakup of a single thermalized source [6,7]. These
servations have been reasonably well reproduced by
tistical multifragmentation model (SMM) [9] calculation
wherein the fragments are produced via a bulk multifra
mentation at a density ofr0y6 # r # r0y3 and a tem-
perature ofT ø 6 MeV [6]. Tests of the validity of such
models, however, are more stringent if the assumed
ues of the temperature, density or both can be constra
experimentally. In this Letter, we provide constraints
the assumed breakup temperature of this Au1 Au system
via measurements of excited state populations and
tope ratios.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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The experiment was performed by bombarding
5 mgycm2 Au target with the35A MeV Au beam of
the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory
Michigan State University (MSU). Charged particle
were detected in the combined Miniball-Multics arra
[10,11], which has a geometric acceptance of greater th
87% of4p .

Light charged particles and IMF’s were detected
3± , ulab , 23± in the Multics array of 44 gas-Si-CsI
telescopes [11]. The position-sensitive Si detector in ea
Multics telescope provided a two-dimensional angul
readout with an angular resolution (0.27± for 5.8 MeV
a particles) sufficient for extraction of the excited stat
populations of emitted fragments. The dynamic ran
of the electronics for the Multics array was optimize
to provide maximum isotopic resolution for1 # Z # 6
and isotopically resolved yields could be determined f
emitted 1,2,3H, 3,4,6He, 6,7,8,9Li, 7,9,10Be, 10,11,12,13B, and
12,13,14C nuclei. Representative identification threshold
of 8.5, 5.5, 4, 8.5, 10.5, 12, and13.5A MeV were
achieved in the Multics array forp, d, t, a, 6Li, 9Be,
and10B nuclei, respectively. Energy calibrations accura
to 2% were obtained by irradiating each telescope w
228Th and244Cm a sources and with low intensity direct
beams ofa, 12C, and16O particles at40A MeV, 9Be at
11.4 and 15.9A MeV, 10Be at 8.1 and 9.3A MeV, 10B at
12.7 and20.1A MeV, 11B at 10.5 and12A MeV, and12B
particles at10A MeV. Fragments detected atylab . ycm
in the Multics array were used to extract temperatures.

Light charged particles and fragments with1 # Z #

20 were detected at23± , ulab , 160± by 158 fast
plastic-CsI phoswich detectors of the MSU Miniba
array [10]. Following Ref. [7], we assumed that th
charged particle multiplicityNC detected in Miniball array
depends monotonically upon the impact parameter

b 
b

bmax


"Z `

NC sbd
dNC ? PsNCd

#
1y2 (1)

and assigned a mean “reduced” impact parameter,b̂, to
each data point using Eq. (1). Here,PsNCd is the proba-
bility distribution for the charged particle multiplicity for
NC $ 3, and bmax is the mean impact parameter with
NC  3.

Temperatures determined from the relative yields
different decay channels [12–21] have the advantage
being insensitive to collective motion [22] and Coulom
barrier fluctuations [23]. However, these temperatur
do require corrections for secondary decay [13,17–2
These corrections are more problematic for the relative is
tope yields because of their sensitivity to the uncertainti
in the isotopic composition of the system at breakup [24
26]. These effects do not strongly influence the excit
state populations [26]. To cross check the isotope yie
temperatures and to test the attainment of local therm
equilibrium, the relative excited state populations and t
isotopic abundances of fragments with3 # Z # 6 were
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compared. At higher incident energies, isotope ratios h
yielded higher temperatures (up toT ø 15 MeV) [16] than
have the excited state populations [21]; temperatures
tracted from the latter have not exceededT ø 6 MeV [14].
A broad impact parameter gate0 # b̂ # 0.45 is needed
for this comparison because yields of fragments in spec
highly excited states are small compared to the yields
stable nuclei. After extracting comparable temperatu
with the two methods, the statistically more precise is
tope ratio data are extrapolated tob̂ ø 0, where previous
analyses suggest that fragment emission is dominated
single source [6,7].

Models which describe the statistical decay of therm
ized nuclear systems [12–14] predict that prior to the s
ondary decay of the excited fragments, the ratioRij of
statesi andj of a specific fragment should be given by

Rij 
Yi

Yj


s2Ji 1 1d
s2Jj 1 1d

e2sEp
i 2Ep

j dyTapp , (2)

where Yi is the measured yield,Ep
i is the excitation

energy, andJi is the spin of the statei. Following
techniques described in Refs. [13,14], relative populatio
of specific states of5Li, 4He, and 10B fragments were
measured by detecting the coincident decay products
an “apparent temperature”Tapp was obtained for each
ratio by inverting Eq. (2). The leftmost data point i
the left panel of Fig. 1 indicates the measured appar
temperature calculated from the yield of the5Li (Ep

j 
16.66 MeV, Jj  3y21) excited state divided by the
yield of the5Li (Ep

i  0 MeV, Ji  3y22) ground state.
The middle data point shows the measured appar
temperature calculated from the yield of the4He (Ep

j 
20.1 MeV, Jj  01) excited state divided by the yield
of the 4He (Ep

i  0 MeV, Ji  01) ground state. The

FIG. 1. Apparent temperatures obtained from relative popu
tions of excited states for4Li, 4He, and10B nuclei using Eq. (2)
(left panel) and from isotope ratios using Eq. (3) (right pane
(See also Table I.) The closed points are the data and the o
points are the predictions of sequential decay calculations.
1649
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four excited states of10B (7.43 MeV,22; 7.467 MeV,11;
7.478 MeV,21; 7.5599 MeV,01) are unresolved. The
rightmost data point in the left panel shows the appare
temperature calculated from the sum of the yields
the four 10B excited states divided by the yield of the
(4.77 MeV, 31) excited state. The error bars of the
apparent temperature reflect both the statistical uncertai
and the uncertainty due to background subtraction.

Following Albergo et al. [15], chemical potential ef-
fects were eliminated by constructing double ratiosRIso
from the yields of four isotopes to obtain an apparent tem
perature,Tapp

RIso  expsByTappdya , (3)

where RIso  hYsA1, Z1dyY sA1 1 1, Z1djyhY sA2, Z2dy
Y sA2 1 1, Z2dj; Y sXd is the yield for isotopeX; a
is a constant determined by spin values and kin
matics factors; B  BEsA1, Z1d 2 BEsA1 1 1, Z1d 2

BEsA2, Z2d 1 BEsA2 1 1, Z2d; and BEsAi , Zid is the
binding energy of theith nucleus. We restrict our
investigation to thermometers withB values in excess
of 10 MeV to reduce fluctuations in the temperatur
measurement [17]. Table I lists the nine possible doub
isotope yield ratios with values ofa and B computed
from the relevant ground state spectroscopic informatio
Also listed in Table I and shown in the right hand pane
in Fig. 1 are the corresponding “apparent temperature
obtained by inverting Eq. (3). The uncertainties refle
the changes inRIso obtained by choosing different gates
on the velocity of the emitted fragments in the center o
mass and by considering the sensitivity of the isotop
yields to uncertainties in the precise placement of th
isotope gates.

The fluctuations in the apparent temperatures from r
tio to ratio, shown in Fig. 1, are not a manifestation o
nonequilibrium effects but instead are the direct cons
quences of the secondary decay of highly excited fra
ments whose decay feeds the measured yields. We h
used sequential decay calculations to calculate the mo

TABLE I. List of isotope ratio thermometers withB .
10 MeV and the corresponding measured apparent tempe
tures. The uncertainties inTapp are larger forb̂ ø 0 than for
the broad impact parameter gate0 # b̂ # 0.45 reflecting un-
certainties in the extrapolation tôb ø 0.

Isotope ratio a B Tappsb̂ , 0.45d Tappsb̂ ø 0d
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)

13,14Cy3,4He 0.72 12.39 4.04 6 0.10 4.04 6 0.16
6,7Liy3,4He 2.18 13.32 4.51 6 0.02 4.64 6 0.05

9,10Bey3,4He 0.38 13.76 7.00 6 0.24 7.8 6 10.9
2,3Hy3,4He 1.59 14.29 4.21 6 0.01 4.42 6 0.04

12,13Cy3,4He 2.94 15.62 4.00 6 0.05 4.15 6 0.08
12,13By3,4He 1.95 15.69 3.48 6 0.02 3.47 6 0.03
8,9Liy3,4He 1.24 16.51 3.71 6 0.02 3.79 6 0.07

11,12By3,4He 1.11 17.20 4.02 6 0.03 4.20 6 0.08
7,8Liy3,4He 1.98 18.54 3.94 6 0.01 4.04 6 0.03
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fications to the initial populations of excited states cause
by the sequential feeding from heavier particle unstabl
nuclei. In these calculations, the excited states of pri
mary emitted fragments are populated thermally, an
then allowed to decay, using approximations outlined in
Refs. [13,18,20,26]. Unknown spins or parities of low
lying discrete states were assigned randomly and the ca
culations were repeated to assess the sensitivities of t
population probabilities and isotope ratios to these spec
troscopic uncertainties. This unknown spectroscopic in
formation contributes a 5% uncertainty to the calculated
ratios. An additional 8% uncertainty stemming from the
unknown isotopic composition of the emitting system a
freeze-out was assessed by varying the assumedNyZ ra-
tio of the decaying system. These are the major unce
tainties that our investigation has shown to influence th
secondary decay corrections [20,26].

These calculations were performed for initial tempera
tures ranging from 2 to 6 MeV and the agreement betwee
theory and experiment was assessed by calculating corr
sponding values for the reducedx2 using the expression

x2
nsTemd 

1
n

nX
i1

fRexpt,i 2 Rcalc,isTemdg2

s
2
expt,i 1 s

2
calc,i

(4)

independently for the isotope ratios and for the excited
state populations. Here thesexpt,i and scalc,i are the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties and the sum
mation runs over the relevant excited state population
or isotope ratios. The solid and dashed lines in the
upper panel of Fig. 2 show thex2

n values for isotope

FIG. 2. Results of the least squares analysis [Eq. (4)] for th
relative populations of excited states of5Li, 4He, and10B nuclei
(dashed line) and for the nine isotope double yield ratios (solid
lines) atb̂ , 0.45 (top panel) and̂b ø 0 (bottom panel).
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ratios and excited state populations for0 # b̂ # 0.45.
The calculatedx2

n curves are asymmetric reflecting a
gradual reduction of the sensitivity ofRcalcsTemd to Tem

with increasing temperature [26]. From the shape a
minima of the calculated curves, best fit values of4.4 6

0.2 MeV and4.2 6 0.6 MeV [27] are determined for the
isotope ratios and excited state populations, respective
this indicates that the two thermometers provide equiv
lent information atEyA  35 MeV, in contrast to the re-
sults reported [16,21] at significantly higher energies. Th
best fit values for the calculated apparent temperatur
shown as the open points in Fig. 1, well reproduce the e
perimental data.

This good agreement implies that the ensemble
emitted particles are well described by the assumpti
of local thermal equilibrium provided thatTem is not
strongly impact parameter dependent. To investigate t
impact parameter dependence using the higher statist
precision of the isotope ratio data, we analyzed th
apparent isotope temperatures as a function ofb̂ for
gates onb̂ of b̂ ø 0.08, 0.16, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45 6 0.05 and
observed an approximately linear dependence ofRIso

uponb̂ and obtained the values listed in Table I forb̂ ø 0
via straight line extrapolation.

The minimum in the correspondingx2
n function for

b̂ ø 0, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2, provides
a temperature ofTem  4.6 6 0.4 MeV [27], which is
similar to the result at0 # b̂ # 0.45. This indicates
a weak impact parameter dependence ofTem consistent
with, but not requiring, dominant emission by a centra
participant source formed by the overlap of projectile an
target nuclei. Significant differences between an ide
measurement at zero impact parameter and the pres
data at b̂ ø 0 are rendered unlikely by this weak im-
pact parameter dependence even though impact param
scales become imprecise at small impact parameters.
nally, the extracted valueTem  4.6 6 0.4 MeV at b̂ ø
0 is comparable to values obtained for other multifrag
menting systems [18,19].

In summary, we have measured breakup temperatu
for Au 1 Au reactions at35A MeV. Temperatures ex-
tracted from isotope ratios and excited state populatio
are virtually the same for a broad impact parameter ga
of 0 # b̂ # 0.45 consistent with the attainment of loca
thermal equilibrium. Extrapolating these measuremen
to b̂ ø 0 yields a breakup temperature of4.6 6 0.4 MeV,
somewhat lower than that assumed by SMM calculatio
which reproduce well the other experimental observabl
for this reaction.
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